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Abstract 

The benefit and the limitations of an hctrroenergetic B- 
factory consisting of a 14GcV and a 2Gc1’ storage ring are 
discussed. A design example is presented in which PETRA is 
used to store the 14GeV beam. Luminosities are in the range 
of (1 - 10) x lo~~sCC-~‘Crri--~. 

1 Introduction 

We report on a study of the feasibility of a facility for B - meson 
physics using the PETRA ring at 14 GrV together with a new 2 
GeV storage ring. The e+e- annihilations would produce Y(4S) 
resonances which are moving with a Lorentz boost of /?r = 1.1. 
While the mean flight, path of B - mesons originating from an 
Y(45) produced at rest is too short to be resolved with present 
techniques, the boosted mean flight path of CT~? = 470!1nz pro- 
vides well separated decay vertices [I]. 

The vertex information is extremely valuable for the recon- 
struction of B-mesons and to separate rare but important de- 
cays from exceedingly large backgrounds. Even more important, 
most of the primary goals in B-physics require the measurement 
of the time evolution of the B - mesons. In particular the effect of 
CP violation in neutral B - mesons originating from the Y(4S) 
has a specific time dependence, sin Am(ti -- tz). where Am is 
the mixing frequency, ti is the lifetime of one B”- meson which 
decays into a CP viola&g channel, and t2 is the lifetime of 
the other B”-meson needed for flavour tagging. With a boosted 
T(45) the variable relevant, to CP violation, ti - fz> can be 
determined. Thus it. appears that an hetrroenergetic t+~- fa- 
cility is a promising tool to study CP - violation in B - mesons. 
In addition, at present B - physics studies are mainly directed 
tI -1~ ;tra!i w ~,:tu.:c’ #I# t<~r~r~rlatit~n c,f +ir<~ E;<,hagashi hla,\kaua riia 
trix Tht-sc iriveitl-ation> include measurements of the b t II - 
transitition. B - n1(‘~~~*1 lifetimes. BdBd misiug met BsB, mixing. 
For all of thescx Ill~‘astlr(‘111(~11ts thr vertex dormatjrm is ess~rr- 
tial. Thr optimum li<,ost is given by the requireriient to make 
the relative IlleaSurement error on tht. vertrx position as sm;tl] 
as possible. DPprnding c)n experimr~ntal dfatails this optjlnllnl 

is close to i-i:? I- 1. The boost ,‘i-, 1.1, given by e+v- beam> 
colliding with 14 Gr\. on 2 Gc\* is within this optimum range. 

2 Luminosity of an Heteroenergetic 
Collider 

In an hrtrroc~riergr~t ic two ring collider. the luminc~sity- L 

L _ ~ .!c:.~!!k 
37T b:“l, + CT;, $T;, 2 7 gyz 

(with 11’,,2, the number of particles~bunch in thr two brams: 
i 

~,,y.l:z -= \lEw.a/ Z,~.,,2> ?’ tht rms beam width and height;, 8’. 

the amplitude function at the collision point (IP); L‘, the beam 
emittancc and fb, the bunch frequency) can be adjusted over 
a wider range than in a single ring ct c- collider brrausr 
the beam dimensions of t,he two beams need not necessarily be 
the same. However the potential increase in luminosity due to 
free choice of relative beam sizes uz/crr is limited to a factor 
of only two. The parameters in eqn(1) are restricted by the 
st,rength of the nonlinear beam-beam interartion which can br 
paramet,erized by the linear beam-heam tune shift 

Avw,z = 
r0 J%‘Z,I LX,,.,,, 

271. . YlJ . ~~,Y,2,1(~Z,Y.?,l + fly,z,2.1) 
(2) 

(with r. the classical electron radius, y t,he relativist,ic factctr‘l. 
Experience on c+ - e--colliders shows that for the four tuneshift 
values we have to assume some maximum tolerable valur of 
Al/ ? 9.03[2‘. If the beam sizes are different, the nonlinear- 
it,v of the beam-beam force increases for the larger beam and 
decreases for the smaller beam so that the damage donrs to the 
larger beam outweights the hen&t for the smaller beam. This 
has been shown by theoretical investigations [3] and by machine 
experiments at the SF’S [4]. Tl _ .f. iere ore the optimum choice crf 
the relative beam sizes is trz/cri = 1. Taking into account thrsc 
constraints, the luminosity formula may b? rxprcsstd in t,erliii 

of fewer parameters which themselves may he suhjert to furthn 
restrictions (which will he discussed below). 

L- 
I, .Av.y, .(I +K) 

*r*c & 
131 

(ti- 2: -:‘g-$::g)o nce these parameters hart, been 

dt~tcrrnined, thr beam current in thr low rnrrgg m;ictii~~~~ 1: tlch 
pends on the ratio of R’-values and t,hr beam enrrgies ill thcs two 
rings: 

I _,za 2 
1 Yz P;, 

and then the beam emittances are fixed: 

Ezl = rJ~/(Zrrfay~Av(l + K,) = F&~,'& (51 

3 Interaction Region Layout 

Under the assumptions discussed above, the luminosity in the 
two ring collider is inversely proportional to thr achievable ,fl;- 
value of the high energy ring whereas the ratio /?G//?; determines 
the beam current in the low energy ring. Provided that the 
intensity limit in the low energy ring is not reached, only /3;, 
and K limit the luminosity. Thus the latticc tice design around 
the IP has to be optimized to achieve low pi,,,,. The principle 
restriction of small 8’ arises from the large chromaticities [’ - 
l/a’ produced in the low beta quadrupoles. The chromaticity 
has to be compensated with sextupole fields which introduce a 
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dynamic al)c’rt,lrt limitation tluc to the nonlinearity. In thp 

case considered :he chromaticity generation is enhanced by the 
fact that the low 13 quadrupoles for the high energy beam are far 
away from the IP to allow spacr for the low pquadrupoles of t.he 
low energy tream and for maRnets to separate t,he two beams. 
A solution of that problem is shown in Fig 1. Following t,he 

beams away from the II’. the low energy beam is focussrd using 

a C&m permanent quadrupole doublet placed at a distance of 
i 7: 1.2m from t,he II’. The beams are then separated by a 3m 
long dipole magnet with B z 0.3T followed by a quadrupole 
doublet for t,hr high energy beam. The /?-functions achieved 

this way are pi, = ‘i~rn~/?:~ T- 47cm,& : 3cm,& = 20cm. 

The extra chromaticities produced in the high energy ring are 
[’ L - 20. The total PETRA h c romaticities with such an inser- 

tion would be about [z,y = - 45, which are about half the values 

PETRA has heen operated with as an ei - e--collider. The ex- 

tra chromaticities [’ 2 - 5 produced in the small ring are rather 
small. The chosen value of @i =- 3cm is therefore not a limit but 
may be considered as a reasonable choice which helps to achieve 
small apertures of the low beta magnets so that they can be 
integrated easily inside the colliding beam detector. Thus a fur- 
ther decrease of the 0’ by a factor of 2 should be possible. With 
this ratio of /Y-values and for an energy ratio of 2GeV/14GeV, 
thr beam current in the low energy ring has to be three times 
as large as in the high energy machine. The hard synchrotron 
radiation (E,,,t = 43keV) produced by a 14 GeV beam in the 

separator magnet, can be shielded by collimators at the low-@ 
quadrupoles and near the vertex chamber of the colliding beam 
detector. 
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Figure 1: Layout of the Interaction Region. Top 
View 

4 Maximum Beam Current 

Thr limited maximum bcxanl rnrrrnt in the high energy ma- 
chine is the second serious restricti~~n on luminusi~g. JVllrreas 
the low energy (small circllrltf~,r-c,rl~e) machir:e cau hc <opcratrd 
in single bunch modr the large% circumf~~renrr of t,he high en- 

ergy machine has to be filled with many bunches. Thr rhoicr 
of circumferencr of thr smaller ring drt,rrminrs the number of 
bunches in thp high ~rrgy machine. A reasonable choice is 
CljCz = 20 which implies 20 bunches in the high energy ma- 
chine. It is assumed that the rf pomrr will be transfered to the 
beam by six superconduct,ing 4-cell cavities. Using t.he theory 
of multibunch instabilities [5] and the measured parasitic mode 
parameters of the DESY superconduct,ing cavity [F’ it has been 
calculated that a total current /yas = 70mil in 17 bunches (i.?. 
there is a ‘gap’ of three empty bunches) is below the multibunch 
instability thresholds. Assuming a maximum beam current of 
I1 = 60mA in the high energy ring, the single bunch current 
in the small ring is required to be I2 = 180mA. With a hmc11 
lengt,h of gi = 3cnt 2: a;, this corresponds t,o a bunch peak cur- 

rent of Irk = 691A which is wit,hin the range achieved at, other 
machines (IFif,, = (1000 - 3000)A [‘i’]). These numbers, lead 
to a beam emittance E,~ 1:. 0.27rmrnzm according to eqn(5). The 
resulting luminosit,y amounts t,o L = 0.91 10”Zs~c-‘c7r~-2. The 
numbers quoted so far will be the basis of a realistic and fairl: 
conservative design example. 

In order to obtain higher luminosity the Current limit has to 
be overcome. It turns out that the beam emittances are already 
rather large. If the bunch current were to be further increased 
the emittance would very soon reach a practical limit regard- 
ing apertures of the magnets. Thus a substantial increase of 
luminosity can only be achieved by increasing the bunch fre- 
quency. Because the beams are completely separated already 
4.2m from the IP, the minimum bunch distance is dB = 9.6m. 
This allows 240 bunches in the high energy ring, correspond- 
ing to a factor of 12 increase in total beam current. The lu- 
minosity is increased by the same factor and then amounts to 
L 7 1.1 1033.scc-1c~n-2. This is only possible if the very high 
beam current of Ipa’ = 720mA is compatible with multi-bunch 
stabilit,y. Furthermore one has to deal with multibunch in- 
stabilities in the low energy ring which is now filled with 12 
bunches. The compensation of synchrotron radiation power loss 

of a 720mA PETRA beam (PIynCh = 12.MW) would require the 
installation of 88 superconducting 4-cell cavities. The calcula- 
tion of the multibunch instability threshold current (as described 
above) with 100 cavities results in lraz = 4OmA in 220 bunches. 
The multibunch instability calculations for the smaIl ring, where 
three superconducting cavities are needed, result in a threshold 
current above the single bunc.h current limitation. 

The situation of the high energy ring filled with 240 bunches 
can be improved drastically by using a new multibunch feed 
back system proposed for PETRA as described in (81 With such 
a feedback system improvement factors of up to 100 can be ob- 
tained [Q]. Assuming an improvement factor of only 20, the 
current threshold would be pushed above the single bunch cur- 
rent limit of 240 x 3m.4 = 720mA. Therefore luminosities in the 
1033-range are wit,hin the theoretical limit for a 14CeV x 2GcV- 
collider. 
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5 Design Example 

The considerations of the previous section led to a set of main 
parameters for a 2Grl’ x 14Gcl’-B-factory using the PETRA 
storage ring as the high energy machine. These parameters are 
listed in table 1. In the following we describe a design example 

for the 2Gel’-ring based on these parameters. The linear optics 
in the arcs consists of regular 90” FODO rells. Dispersion func- 
tions are matched in the straight section and at, the IP. Fig 2 
shows the linear optics of the ZGrb’ ring. The 2GeV ring geom- 
etry is shown in fig4. The use of a mixture of two different bend 
radii 

T 

r 
Table 1. -..-__--.. .-- _-- 

Main Parametes of the 2GcV x 14GeV-B-Factory 

J 

-.._ - ___.-- ~ 

Beam Energy 
Circumference 
Harmonic number 
Bunches 
HOI%. Emittance 
Emittance ratio 

g 

Beam Current 
Beam-Beam an 
Bend Radius 
Bend Field 
Synchr.Rad.Power 
Sup.Cond.Cavities 1 

PETRA 

14.0 
2304 
3840 
20-240 
0.2 
0.15 
47.-23.5 
7.0-3.50 
0.06-0.72 
0.03 
192 
0.243 
1.1-13. 
6-88 

Small Ring 

2.0 

115.2 
192 
l-12 
0.47 

0.15 
20.-10. 
3.0-1.5 
0.18-2.2 
0.03 
4.65 
1.43 
0.05-0.6 
l-3 --:-----;; 

- Luminosity L :- (0.09 - 2.2) X 10JJser-‘c77~~ ‘ ___-.. -.-_ _. ~. .^_. -- . . - .-__ -._-. ..---. -- - 
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Figure 2: 2 GeV Linear Optics 

provides the correct geometry, gives the exact circumference, 
allows elegant dispersion matching. results in the required nat- 
ural beam emittance and provides enough straight section to 
place injection elements, rf-cavities and diagnostic facilities. 

The natural chromaticities are compensated with 3 sextupole 
families which also reduces the off energy P-beat at the collision 
point by a large fraction. The dynamic aperture as calculated 
by particle tracking is large enough to accomodate 20 standard 
deviations of a Gausssian beam (linear aperture is 11.3 standard 
deviations). 

6 Summary 

In the previous sections we have demonstrated that a 2GeV x 

14GeV-B-factory is an interesting concept which could provide 
excellent conditions for investigating B-physics. An heteroen- 

orbit 

Figure 3: Geometry of the 2GeV Ring 

ergetic collider provides somewhat less luminosity t,han a con- 
ventional e+ - e--collider [lo]. This disadvantage is however 
overcompensated by the enhancement of detect,ion efficiency up 
to t&o orders of magnitude leading to effective luminosities com- 
parable with I, = (1 - 10) x 1034sec-‘cm-2. 

Another interesting feature is the low cost for such a project 
because existing facilities can be used with only a minimum of 

modifications. 
For these reasons it is attractive to make further studies of 

the possibilities of heteroenergetic colliders for B-factories. 
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